POOLE HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS
POOLE HARBOUR

No. 54/2012

Survey Operations in the Little Channel, Middle Ship Channel and Turning Basin.

Mariners are advised that core sample Survey work will be taking place in the Little Channel, Middle Ship Channel and Turning Basin as shown on the chartlet.

See chartlet for areas affected.

The operations will be carried out from the Jenkins Marine JML36 crane barge with work boats Polmear or Handfast supporting as required. The underwater operations will restrict the support vessels ability to manoeuvre.

The sensitive nature of the equipment used dictates that mariners should pass at minimum speed, creating minimum wash and at the maximum distance from the support vessel that safe navigation allows.

The support vessels will show the lights and shapes appropriate to indicate a vessel restricted in her ability to manoeuvre.

The support vessels will maintain a listening watch on Poole Harbour's working channel VHF channel 14.

Operations will run daily, starting Monday 26th November for 2 to 3 days. This notice will self cancel on completion of the work.

For further information please contact Poole Harbour Control on VHF channel 14.

Mariners are reminded that Radar, telephone and VHF Channels are recorded.

BRIAN MURPHY
HARBOUR MASTER
Survey Operations in the Little Channel, Middle Ship Channel and Turning Basin.

Area affected: